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any other comparable institution in Canada.

The time has come when graduate work is a logical further 

The department is fairly well equipped to make

the staff are competent to

the instruction and can do so with the necessary assist- 

The work being done has attracted wide attention and favorable
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Animent. A large group of men are at work in Animal Husbandry 
°Ughout Canada and both the need and demand for graduate work in

branchs are rapidly becoming evident.

Courses have been outlined and submitted for inclusion in the
ï>ePort of the Faculty of Graduate Studies.

i0 Place graduate work in Animal Husbandry in the position 

ance of the work justifies, will call for an additional ex-
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of from $10,000 to $15,000 annually, 

elsewhere in Canada.

Little or nothing is

The Federal Department is stressing 

Soock work and recognizes the importance of advanced training for
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men. It is hoped, therefore, that as the work becomes established 

command the necessary support and it would seem reasonable to 

some measure of financial aid from the Dominion Government.
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expenditures anticipated at present are for land drainage 

clearing. The farm drainage presents a special problemb
difficulty in outlet and owing to the settling of the land 

eentral part of the farm, 
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substantial provision will have to be made for it as soon 
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Itbe effected through the adjoining munici- 

There are some sixty acres of land on the college farm
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